
                                                                                             

   

The Barbary Coast ride, Morocco. 
8 days; 7 nights; 6 days riding 

Introduction  

The Barbary Coast trail follows Morocco’s Atlantic sea border between Agadir and Essaouira. Most 
travellers pass through this area, between the two well-established towns, without stopping so you’re 
unlikely to see any other westerners during this week as you ride from fishing village to fishing village. 
Until the 1960’s Essaouira was known as ‘Mogador’ calling to mind The Lord of the Rings. Mogador 
means small, walled fortress, which is what Essaouira used to be.  
 
A great deal of the ride is on the sand and when the tide is out the beaches are unbelievably broad with 
miles of firm sand; when it’s in, there is often a broad expanse of dry sand and sand dunes making the 
going slower and harder work for the horses but exciting to explore the mini-valleys between the dunes. 
There are several places where the trail leads up to the top of the cliffs and on these stretches we follow 
rough, 4X4 tracks through the beautiful Argan forests.  
 
The wonderful thing about this ride is that you explore tiny hamlets and hidden away Moroccan 
communities that seldom receive visitors. It’s a rare opportunity to ride great horses in beautiful places 
and meet the welcoming local communities. 
 

 
The Barbary Coast. 
The mention of Morocco evokes visions of the 
untamed and exotic. It also brings to mind images of 
the Sahara desert and traditional nomads herding 
sheep, camels and horses. Morocco is a world apart 
from Europe, despite it being a near neighbour. 
When you arrive in Marrakech (which is not, as you 
might think, the country’s capital) you feel you’ve 
reached the mythical 
“end of the road”: it’s 
as if you’ve entered a 
time-warp and are 
visiting another, earlier 
century. This is one of 
the reasons Marrakech 
remains one of the 
liveliest and most 
exciting cities to visit. 
 
Morocco’s survival as 
an independent 
democratic kingdom is 
little short of 
miraculous sandwiched 
as it is between the 
restless young countries of Africa’s Maghreb and 
war-torn West Africa. France was the principal 
colonizing power and French, together with Arabic, 
remain the main languages. Morocco is part Arabic 
sultanate; part hereditary kingdom; part Christian 
and part Islamic; part developing world complete 
with souks and medinas and part modern world with 
good internet connection and smart French cars. 

Above all, Morocco is a kaleidoscope of people: the 
desert Arabs blend with High Atlas Berbers, and 
cosmopolitan “suits” sit cheek-by-jowl with 
traditional herbalists. Morocco is proud of its own 
unique vibe, its mix of people and blend of cultures. 
 
The topography: Think of Morocco as having three 
distinct, diagonal zones running North East to South 

West. Furthest east lies 
the Sahara and the arid 
lands; in the middle lie 
the Atlas Mountains 
and to the west lies the 
fertile, lowland crescent 
of the Maghreb.  
 
The Atlantic coast that 
runs from the Straits of 
Gibraltar south along 
the Moroccan shoreline 
was known to the 
Romans as the “Coast 
of the Barbarians”. The 
modern name is a 
corruption of this and is 

also the etymology of the name of the breed, the 
Barb Horse that you will be riding.  
 
The stories and folk-tales about pillaging pirates and 
barbaric bandits is rich; their historic base is the 
natural harbour of Essaouira which is still a thriving 
port and busy harbour. It is the end point of this ride 
which begins near the holiday-hub of Agadir. 
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Horse Breed: the origins of the Barb go back three or 
four thousand years and the Barb has been a prized 
war horse for centuries: Julius Caesar is said to have 
ridden one during his conquest of Gaul. In Roman 
times they were also the horses that pulled chariots. 
It’s known that Spartacus, the Thracian gladiator, 
was in the Roman cavalry, so it’s a fair assumption 
that he too rode a Barb. More recently Rommel used 
Barbs in WW II when he sent them from North Africa 
to the Western Front.  
 
The Barb is a light-boned riding horse. It’s quite 
compact (14.2 to 15 hh give-or-take) and is 
renowned for its endurance and stamina. It’s also 
known for its willing temperament. Pure Barbs are 
rare and most of the ones you encounter nowadays 
are Barb x Arab. Huge efforts are being undertaken 
in Morocco to re-establish the breed’s credentials so 
the export of Barbs is prohibited in an effort to 
concentrate the gene pool. All the horses on this ride 
are in-tact stallions. 
 
 

 
Shared stabling: a Barb and his lodgers. 

 
The Riding Itinerary 
Day 1: Arrive in Agadir. We will meet you at the 
airport or bus station – let us know your schedule or 
we can arrange domestic travel for you. Transfer and 
overnight night in hotel. Money exchange is best 
done at the airport.  D 
 
Day 2: Transfer to Tamri; ride to Tildi 
Meet at hotel reception at 10:00 after breakfast. 
Transfer by vehicle to Tamri (45 minutes) which is 
the starting point of the ride. Meet the horses and 
the support crew; assign horses based on the riding 
profile you will have sent us. Departure from the 
mouth of wadi (‘river’) Tamri and follow the 
coastline, which is sandy in some places interspersed 
with rocky stretches. Camp is established near the 
village of Tildi.  
FB. [1½ + 3 hrs; 24 Km] 
 
 
 

Day 3: Tildi to Id Laasri 
The scenery today is fantastic as the trail leads away 
from the coast and along the gorges towards Assaka. 
The path runs along the riverbank in places and is 
narrow, so the riding is fun, but at a steady pace. 
Once through the gorges we ride into the Argan 
forest where the trail broadens out and emerges on 
a hillside with oats and barley crops. Camp near the 
village of  Id Laasri.  
FB. [4 + 3½hrs; 28 Km] 
 

 
 
Day 4: Id Laasri to Tafdna 
This morning we follow the ancient Roman 
legionaries’ road up onto the top of the cliffs; 
wonderful panorama on a wild rocky coast. In the 
afternoon ride down to the beach towards the 
Tafdna dunes. The day ends with an exhilarating 
gallop to the fishing hamlet at the dunes’ base.  
FB. [3½hrs + 3; 32 Km] 
 
Day 5: Tafdna to Sidi Ahmed Saih 
The morning ride uses all paces and passes across 
beaches, through argan plantations and fields as well 
as several tiny Berber villages. We are have our lunch 
picnic next to the marabout house of Sidi Ahmed 
Saih (‘marabout’ = ‘shrine). In the afternoon the ride 
is short and ends with a brisk gallop over Iftane 
beach. Bivouac on the beach with views of the 
ocean. 
FB. [4hrs + 2½; 33 Km] 
 
Day 6: Sidi Ahmed Saih to Sidi Kaouki. 
This morning we ride to the beautiful waterfall next 
to the Sidi M’Barek marabout where we will stop for 
a picnic. The afternoon is all about beaches and long 
canters racing the seagulls and splashing through the 
shallows. Camp at Sidi Kaouki.  
FB. [4hrs + 3½; 33 Km] 
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On the beach: fresh water meets salt water. 

 
Day 7 : Sidi Kaouki – Essaouira 
The last day: cross huge, deserted beaches with tiny 
fishermen’s villages such as Taguenza away on our 
right. Round Cap Sim and leave the dune cordon 
behind, to get the first view of Essaouira. We don’t 
ride into town (too much traffic) but end at Wadi 
Ksoub 3 Km south. Transfer in to town and free time 
to visit the medina (old town).  
 
Overnight in either Essaouira or Agadir depending on 
return flight arrangements.  
FB. [4hrs + 1; 27 Km] 
 
Day 8: Transfer to Agadir airport; or onward travel. 
B. 
 
Key 
B = breakfast 
D = dinner 
FB = full board 
Riding times and distances are approx. 
 
Life in Camp 

 
This is the style of tent used by nomadic Bedouin in 
Morocco. It’s carried by a camel (or 4x4) and is 
erected by the camp crew each night. It could 
accommodate about a dozen people but we use it 
for a max of 6. Foam matrasses and carpets are also 
supplied so all you need to bring is a sleeping bag 
and inflatable pillow. 
 
The evening meal is prepared by the camp cook over 
an open fire. We can cater for vegetarians and 
special diets (please inform us at the time of 
booking). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

On day 7 we pass the ruins of “The White House”. 
In 1792 James Hoban was appointed by George 
Washington to design the White House in 
Washington – not bad for a modest Irish immigrant! 
Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic Mulay 
Suleiman was consolidating his Sultanship of 
Morocco, putting an end to piracy along the Barbary 
Coast, cutting ties with Europe (who were perhaps, 
sponsors of the piracy?) and strengthening Morocco’s 
ties with the USA. 
 
Sultan Suleiman was so impressed with the White 
House that he commissioned Hoban to build a 
duplicate palace for himself. Sadly, it’s now a sand-
dune-shrouded ruin overlooking the coast. 
 
Jimi Hendrix loved horses; he was also intrigued by 
this mysterious “white house” in Morocco. So in 1964 
he made the trip to Essaouira on Morocco’s coast 
and gave his name to the hotel which stands near the 
sultan’s ruined palace, known to map-makers and 
locals alike as “Dar Sultan”. 
 
And the twist in the tail? “Soltane” in Arabic means 
“white” and has nothing to do with “Sultan” which 
means “a ruler”. “Dar” means house or safe harbour. 
Hoban’s palace in Morocco was called Dar Soltane, 
“The White House” not the misnamed “Dar Sultan”. 

 

The Berber 
There are four main ethnic groups in Morocco: 
Arabs, Bantu African, Europeans and Berbers. 
The Berbers are not Arabs and are keen to 
emphasize that fact! The name “Berber” is 
derived from Latin and means “free and noble 
people”. They are the original inhabitants of 
North Africa with a strong tradition of 
horsemanship and a pride in their ancient 
breed, the Barb.  
 
The Berber language is quite different from 
Arabic and the Berber have their own flag:- 
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Tack 
The saddles are based on “English” but are better 
described as a hybrid cavalry saddle: the pommel is 
arched to assist air-flow along the horse’s back; the 
cantle is raised to provide a little more support for 
the rider. Each horse is equipped with twin saddle-
bags which will enable you to carry your picnic and 
personal equipment.  
 

 
 
Short chaps work well with this tack and if you like to 
use a seat-saver it’s a good idea to bring one. If you 
have a particular favourite stirrup you can also bring 
these, though stirrups are of course provided. 
 
The bits are snaffles.   
 
Rider’s weight  
Max: 95 kg in riding clothes. Riders over this weight 
can be accommodated but please call us. 
 
Ride safely  
You must wear a riding hat and appropriate foot 
wear. Gloves and half-chaps are recommended, but 
not everyone likes to wear them in warm climates. 
The rule is to be comfortable and you’ll ride better.  
 
In summary 

 6 days riding along the coast 

 2 nights hotel (first and last) 

 5 nights camping / sleeping under the stars 
 
Price 
£810 per person ‘land’ only. 
Allow from £250 to £450 flight budget, depending on 
airlines (From Easyjet to BA) season and route. 
 
Staying on 
International flights can be changed, before ticket 
issue, free of charge, so this is an opportunity to 
explore other parts of Morocco. All our rides are 
tailor-made and can be “topped-and-tailed” with 
private arrangements. Please talk to us for ideas, but 
here are a couple: spend a few days in vibrant 
Marrakech; go trekking in the Atlas Mountains where 
you’ll find Toubkal, the highest peak in North Africa. 
If you fancy a bit of a contrast and a little city time, 
Fez is a real gem of a place.  

Suggested flight schedule 
The flights we recommend leave London (or regional 
airports) in the morning and arrive in Marrakech in 
the afternoon. Marrakech is 3½ hrs by road to 
Agadir. Please speak to us about alternative flight 
routes. The return flights tend to leave in the 
afternoon. There are daily flights. There are seasonal 
charter flights to Agadir. All flights booked through 
Venture Co are financially protected via Venture Co’s 
ATOL licence number 5306. Please note that flights 
booked directly with an airline are NOT ATOL 
protected. 
 
Included in the ‘land only’ price 
Meals: full board from dinner on day 1 to breakfast 
on day 8.  
The ride as detailed with horse, tack and groom. 
Services of ride leader and camp master; English-
speaking. 
Airport transfers to and from Agadir. 
Road transport in private vehicle. 
[There is no local payment] 
 
Not included 
International flights 
Visa for Morocco (Brits don’t need one) 
Personal travel insurance 
Alcoholic drinks and soft drinks 
Tips 
 
Travel insurance 
Please speak to Campbell Irvine Direct: 
http://www.campbellirvinedirect.com/ventureco_ho
me.htm  
 
At a glance                                                                                                                                             

 
The grade of the ride: [7/10]                

 
novice ……………..… intemediate .………………. advanced 

                                                                                                                        

                                                  
Accommodation grading: [7/10]           

    
camping…lodges & hotels…glamping...loads of character 

                                                                                                                                 

                                                
Rider fitness required: [7/10]                

                                        
                                                                                                                                         

                                                                   
Cultural immersion:  [9/10]                     

                      
just like home …. surprises …… lots new ….. completely different                                                                                                            

 
 
 
 

http://www.campbellirvinedirect.com/ventureco_home.htm
http://www.campbellirvinedirect.com/ventureco_home.htm
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More about “At a glance” 
We grade this ride particularly highly for the cultural 
interaction you can expect. Leaving all other aspects 
aside, the relationship you build with your horse and 
the head guide is such that you know you are in a 
completely different culture: the language, meals, 
horsemanship and customs are completely different 
from Britain. The “cultural immersion” is a strong 
motivation to join this ride. 
 
Ride rating: we rate this riding experience 7 out of 
10 because the horses are well-mannered and 
forward-going. They are fit and love “making 
progress”. The tack is specifically designed for this 
type of horse on this type of trip. Some canters are 8 
to 10 mins long and a half-a-dozen horses cantering 
together is exhilarating for competent riders. 
Furthermore, horses seem to enjoy running along 
beaches and this adds a certain zest to the ride. 

Accommodation: we grade this at 7 out of 10, which 
may seem incongruous with a camping itinerary, but 
this is comfy-camping! The Berber tents are huge 
and the foam mattresses are pretty comfy. Meals are 
served around a campfire and each night is 
memorable for the camp-fire conversation, 
remarkably tasty meals and stunning stars overhead. 
There are so many stars at night and the light 
pollution is nil, which means the night sky simply has 
to be seen to be believed. So abundant are the stars 
that it feels as if you’re beneath a massive dome. 
 
If you don’t fancy the Berber tent, let us know and 
we can reserve a two-man dome tent instead.  
 
The hotel we use before and after the ride is 
characterful, clean and tidy.  

 
Rider fitness: you do need to be in shape; “riding fit” 
is the label we attach to this ride. Many of the rides 
we do in other parts of the world allow you to arrive 
and get in shape during the ride; that is not the case 
here, your riding muscles need to be prepared for 
what’s coming! Long days (up to 6 hrs in the saddle) 
and for multiple days in succession. You don’t need 
to be an athlete, but you will enjoy it much more if 
you ride regularly for a couple of weeks before this 
ride. We use a support vehicle which means that if  

 
Cultural Immersion: The grooms, wranglers, camp 
staff, chef and his team and drivers will all be eager 
to talk to you and tell you about their life and their 
world; we ride through remote Berber fishing 
hamlets where you can see Berber life in its natural 
habitat! The real pleasure for any horseman is to see 
how things are done here and compare it to how you 
do things at home. The delight is in the detail!  

you need to sit out a day you can ride in the truck (it 
hasn’t happened yet, but the option exists!). 

 
 

 
What’s the weather going to be like? 

Morocco is a dry, semi-arid area that includes the northern reaches of the Sahara Desert. The coast is cooled by 
the Atlantic breezes and have a higher rainfall which makes the whole area more fertile. The rivers that we cross 
carry permanent water, but they are shallow (ankle deep). There are gravel / rocky outcrops inland particularly 
when we ride through the Argan Forest, but there is considerable subterranean water which makes the argan and 
olive trees flourish. There is vigorous, small-scale agriculture in this area: cattle, goats, camels and donkeys will be 
seen frequently, as well as the crops these animals require (e.g. oats, barley and alfalfa). 

  

Marrakech Climate Chart (Monthly Averages) 

   Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

   High Temperature (°C) 18 20 23 26 29 33 38 38 33 28 23 19 

   Low Temperature (°C) 4 6 9 11 14 17 19 20 17 14 9 6 

   Precipitation (mm) 25 28 33 31 15 8 3 3 10 23 31 31 

        N.B. The coast will be cooler than Marrakech by approx 5°C. 

 
Payment Schedule. 
If you would like to join this ride a deposit of £100 is due; the Booking Form is available on our website in the 
footer of each page, or we can email it to you. Email it back to us and the deposit can be paid by bank-to-bank 
transfer. Eight weeks before you set off the balance is due to be paid to Venture Co. 
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Please note that the best airfares are instant purchase tickets, which are non-changeable and non-refundable 
once paid for. When you are sure about your travel plans (do you wish to stay on in Africa after the ride or not?) 
you are best advised to secure your flights at the earliest opportunity. Late bookings may require a higher priced 
airfare, depending on airline availability. Call us for guidance. 
 
Possible changes 
Although it is our intention to operate the itinerary as printed above, it may be necessary to make some changes 
as a result of alterations to flight schedules, climatic conditions, limitations of infrastructure or other operational 
factors. As a consequence, the itinerary and overnight stops may vary from those outlined. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Health Advice 
For detailed information and advice see http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk and click on their “travel clinics” option. 
Vaccination requirements change periodically so we advise that you check with your nearest specialist travel 
clinic as soon as possible. In the South West we are fortunate to have “Travel Health Consultancy” in Exeter: 
www.travelhealthconsultancy.co.uk 01392 430 590.  
 

VentureCo Worldwide 
6 Okehampton Business Centre, Higher Stockley Mead, Okehampton, Devon EX20 1FJ 

01837 55 907 
 

mark@ventureco-worldwide.com  
 

www.ventureco-worldwide.com 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Financial Security 
Venture Co Worldwide Ltd holds an Air Travel Organisers Licence granted by the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA); our ATOL number is 5306. All ventures and expeditions purchased “with 
flights” are ATOL protected by the CAA which means that your financial security is assured when 
you join us. “Ride Only” bookings are protected by Venture Co’s Client Trust account. 

The detail on a pack-saddle 

The Field Manual.  

 

A detailed guide will be mailed to each 
rider with your booking confirmation. This 
booklet is packed full of relevant, up-to-
date information including clothing lists, 
vaccination advice, money matters, 
suggestions about the level of fitness and 
emergency procedures. 

Equipment Brief: 
A detailed clothing and equipment list will be 
provided in the Field Manual but to give you an 
indication, here is a summary: 

 Baggage -a holdall (55 to 75 litre capacity) 
suitable to be packed in a truck each day; a 
hold-all from Helle Hanson, North Face etc 
are ideal. 

 Clothing – tops made from natural fibres; and 
a wicking top during the ride. 

 Footwear – a leather soled jodhpur boot and 
short chaps. Sandals for evenings. 

 Sleeping Bag – is required. 

 General - camping gear such as torch, water-
bottle, penknife, toiletries, sunscreens and 
insect repellent. 

 Camera - with spare batteries. 

 

http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk/pg/140/Travel-Clinic
http://www.travelhealthconsultancy.co.uk/
mailto:mark@ventureco-worldwide.com
http://www.ventureco-worldwide.com/

